Welcome to Toytopia.

Rare, retro and right now toys.
Once upon a time, you saved the world. Do it again.

With toys from the past and now, we’ll make you a hero.

First Generation Transformers Set
Valued at $100,000

Transformers were popular in the 1980s. Now, these vintage action figures are just as popular, but even more rare. Find them on eBay.

Bumblebee
This 7” Energon Igniters Nitro Series Bumblebee figure converts between robot and VW Beetle modes in nine steps.

$19.99

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
Paw Patrol Fire Truck
Ready, set, save the day with a 2-foot fire ladder and water cannons.
This fire truck is ready for action.
$59.99

Infinity War Figure 3-Pack
From Marvel Studios comes Iron Man, Doctor Strange and Thanos.
$69.99

FurReal Ricky
With over 100 sounds and tricks, this is second-best only to a real pup.
$129.99

My Little Pony Singing Rainbow Dash
Spread the magic of friendship through song. Ages 3 & up.
$24.99

Ultra-Rare Superman Wonder Woman Motorcycle
A rare 1980s vintage toy in its original box.
$2,750

Paw Patrol Fire Truck
Ready, set, save the day with a 2-foot fire ladder and water cannons. This fire truck is ready for action.
$59.99
Your childhood is sending out the Bat Signal.

Answer the call with vintage LEGO creations, cool new crafting kits and more.

This ultra-rare Batman LEGO statue is Gotham City-sized. Bring it home to your own Bat Cave.

LEGO Star Wars
Super Star Destroyer
Ultimate Collector’s Series #10221. In the original box.

$1,000

Life-Size
LEGO Batman

$25,000

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
**Mega Bloks Call of Duty Armored Vehicle Charge**
Buildable armored truck with camo finish, roof-mounted rocket launcher, rubber tires, net tarp, and opening side doors and rear hatch. $42.99

**LEGO Friends Heartland City Summer Splash Pool**
Spend the day lounging and splashing around with Andrea and Martina. $59.99

**Thames & Kosmos Engineering Kit**
Build off-road vehicles and other machines while learning about belt drives, wheel and tank treads. $29.95

**Model Magic Gooey Fun!**
Let cool goo creations commence with this DIY Slime Kit Edition for girls and boys. $29.99

**Cool Maker KumiKreator Friendship Bracelet Maker**
$31.99

**Cool Maker KumiKreator Friendship Bracelet Maker**
$31.99

**Zoob BuilderZ STEM Challenge**
With more than 175 individual pieces, you can construct a catapult, zip line, trampoline and more. $51.99

**Zoob BuilderZ STEM Challenge**
With more than 175 individual pieces, you can construct a catapult, zip line, trampoline and more. $51.99
Remember when every day was a dress-up day?

Barbie’s here, and she’s brought friends from yesterday and today.

Barbie Titian Doll
Original 1960s redhead Barbie. Mint condition in original box.

$250

Storybook Mansion
Explore three levels and five rooms of fairytale fun.

$199.99

Barbie STEM Kit
Guide Nikki through more than 10 science and art experiments.

$19.50
**WowWee Fingerlings Hugs Bella**
Delight your young animal lover with this interactive plush monkey.

**$29.99**

**L.O.L. Surprise! Doll**
Seven different surprises inside.

**$19.50**

**Baby Alive Super Snacks Snackin’ Noodles**
Making noodles is oodles of fun.

**$39.99**

**Feisty Pets Dolly Llama**
Silly plush figure changes expression from sweet to feisty with a gentle squeeze.

**$19.99**

**Hatchimals HatchiBabies**
Help them hatch and come to life.

**$59.99**

**Care Bear**
Children of the ‘80s can shop an extensive assortment of original Care Bears.
Your favorite characters are ready to play.

Have fun with old friends and the newest heroes.

ebay.com/toytopia

All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.

**My Little Pony Ultimate Equestria Collection**
Children will love playing with the ponies and other creatures from the magical land of Equestria.

$69.99

---

**Vintage Boba Fett**
For the ultimate Star Wars fan, the ultimate bounty hunter. Still in the original box, this collectible classic is graded AFA 85.

$10,999.99

---

Stop searching the galaxy for this Star Wars anti-hero. He’s here. Carbon freezing not recommended.
1979 Lord of the Rings Complete Set
Exceptionally rare complete set of graded LOTR action figures by Knickerbocker. Figures based on the 1978 animated film.

$20,000

Marvel Legends Series 12" Deadpool
Step aside, other heroes, it’s Deadpool time!

$49.99

GI Joe 1983 Cobra Commander
The Real American Hero spanning more than 50 years. Find a selection of GI Joes and their nemeses on eBay.

$200–$400

Spider-Man Spider-Verse Action Figure

$9.99

Funko Pop Aquaman
This little DC Justice League hero packs a big punch.

$11.99

Playskool Heroes Captain America Figure Pack
Transformers, Marvel, Jurassic World and Star Wars scaled for preschoolers.

$16.99

Marvel Titan Hero Series Venom Figure
Battle evil on a 12" scale.

$9.99
Games you’ll love. And a few wild cards.

Collectibles no one has. Games everyone wants.

ebay.com/toytopia

All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.

Catan

Players become settlers exploring and taming the uncharted lands of Catan. Embark on a quest to settle the rich island.

$44.10

Magic: The Gathering

Alpha Black Lotus Card
BGS 9.5

$100,000

With an estimated 1,100 ever printed, the Alpha version of the Black Lotus card is considered the most valuable non-promotional Magic card that exists.

Magic: The Gathering

Game Night Trading Card Set

$29.99
**Ultra-Rare Pokémon Cards**
We have the cards Pokémon collectors want. These two from the first U.S. edition are among the rarest.

- Charizard: $32,999.99
- Blastoise: $9,999.99

**Scrabble: The Collector’s Edition**
This stunning game features a beautiful wood cabinet, premium game components and 18K gold-plated game pieces. It is fully authorized by Hasbro and The Franklin Mint, and truly is a must-have for Scrabble enthusiasts.

- $399

**Codenames**
Rival spymasters know the secret identities of 25 agents. You compete to see who can make contact with all their agents first while avoiding the assassin.

- $16.99

**Skull**
An ancient game of ornate skulls and dangerous roses.

- $24.99

**7 Wonders**
Lead one of the seven great cities of the ancient world. Gather resources, develop commercial routes and build armies.

- $14.95
Gather around games that aren’t on a screen.

You played these as a kid. Or play for the first time.

Justice League Games
This rare set of 1967 DC board games is in a league of its own. Includes Aquaman, Flash and Wonder Woman games.

Set of 3 games.
$6,000

The Golden Age of board games meets 1960s camp in these three vintage games that do justice to the Justice League.

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
Don’t Step in It!
Dodge messes while blindfolded.
$19.99

House of Staunton
Walnut Chess Set
This 18”X18” folding set comes with tournament wooden pieces.
$149

Ticket to Ride
In this cross-country train adventure game, players claim railway routes across North America.
$44.99

What’s in Ned’s Head
Make your kids giggle while grossing them out. All they have to do is reach inside Ned’s Head.
$24

Monopoly: Fortnite Edition
In this thrilling edition of the Monopoly game, players claim locations, battle opponents, and avoid the Storm to survive.
$19.99

Soggy Doggy
Get more than your feet wet.
$19.99
Everything they’ll love. Including the kitchen sink.

Classic collectibles. And the latest imaginative toys.

KidKraft Culinary Kitchen
Kids can cook like the grownups with realistic burners, functional doors and knobs and even a play mobile phone.

$169.99

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
Full-Size Beginner Electric Guitar Bundle
Made of genuine hardwood, this 41” model is the perfect first guitar. Includes amp and guitar case.
$73.99

Littlest Pet Shop Cruise Ship
It’s time for sea-farin’ adventures with a turtle at the helm.
$39.99

Crayola Scribble Scrubbie Color & Wash Collectible Toy Pets
Color, rinse, re-pet! Adorable, colorable and washable toys.
$19.99

Vintage 1981 Strawberry Shortcake Designer Doll House
This Craft Master doll house set delighted kids throughout the 1980s.
$95

Strawberry Shortcake 11” Styling Doll - Lemon Meringue
This modern friend of Strawberry Shortcake wants you to style her hair. Includes a range of accessories.
$29.99

KidKraft Farm-to-Table Play Kitchen
Inspire delicious fun for your little foodie.
$169.99
Toys that create. Toys that teach.

Laugh and learn with new and classic STEM toys.

STEM toys have changed over the years, from the DINGBOT in 1982 to the Wonder Workshop Dash in 2018. Find your favorites on eBay.

Wonder Workshop Dash Robot
Ready to play, right out of the box. This newest-generation robot responds to voices, dancing, and singing. It’s the robot you’ve always dreamed of having.

$149.99

TOMY Dingbot
This cute robot from 1982 emits squeals of excitement, as he shakes his head, smiles, and moves about.

$9.99 and up

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
BinaryBots Totem Crab
This Alien Inventor Binary has been exploring the solar system looking for new ways to teach children how to code.

$84.95

Boxer Interactive A.I. Toy Robot
The small robot with a big personality.

$79.99

Ooze Labs Chemistry Station
Slimy, fizzy and bubbly experiments await.

$39.95

Crayola Color Chemistry Lab Set
Calling all color-ologists! This chemistry set is packed with playful experiments exploring your favorite subject: color.

$16.99

Kids First Coding
These cute little robots teach coding principles and skills to children in grades K-2.

$129.99

Boxer Interactive A.I. Toy Robot
The small robot with a big personality.

$79.99

Ooze Labs Chemistry Station
Slimy, fizzy and bubbly experiments await.

$39.95

Crayola Color Chemistry Lab Set
Calling all color-ologists! This chemistry set is packed with playful experiments exploring your favorite subject: color.

$16.99

BinaryBots Totem Crab
This Alien Inventor Binary has been exploring the solar system looking for new ways to teach children how to code.

$84.95

Crayola Color Chemistry Lab Set
Calling all color-ologists! This chemistry set is packed with playful experiments exploring your favorite subject: color.

$16.99
Vintage to new. That’s how we roll.

Discover a full range of toys that go, go, go.

ebay.com/toytopia

Razor E175 Motorized 24V Kids Scooter
Reach speeds up to 10 mph and get up to 40 minutes of continuous use with this rechargeable electric ride.

$123.99

Jeron Quarter Scale Classic 1951 Alfa Romeo TIPO 159 “Alfetta”
For the vintage car enthusiast, this replica quarter scale Alfa Romeo is one of only six produced by the Alfa Romeo factory.

$74,995

Hey, take it outside! Give everyone an excuse to run and roar around.

Black 6V Bentley Kids Ride-On Car
Kids can drive freely in this luxurious Bentley ride-on with in-car steering while they jam out to their favorite tunes.

$187.99

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
BCP Kids Balance Training Bike
Non-slip, adjustable handles and seating let children focus on balance and steering, so that they can learn to ride a traditional bike faster.

$46.99

Red Toyota Tundra Ride-On Truck
Keep truckin’ with in-car and remote-control steering, 4-wheel suspension, LED lights and a working MP3 player.

$306.99

Pocket Bike
40cc 4-Stroke Engine

$349.99

Nerf Rival Prometheus MXVIII-20K Blaster
Increase your firepower.

$199.99

Kidzlane Laser Tag Game Mega Pack
Create the ultimate laser tag game.

$99.99
Get moving.

Classic and new toys that go round and round and up and down.

Original Pennsylvania Railroad South Wind Passenger Train
All aboard for a ride on this classic train that is one of only 94 constructed.
$6,850

Lionel Polar Express Train
With 24 pieces of curved track and eight straight plastic track pieces, this Lionel train brings the wonderful holiday story to life.

$335.99
Hot Wheels Larry Wood Collection ’67 Camaro
This ’67 Camaro is a must-have muscle car from legendary car designer Larry Wood.
$450

2017 Holiday Racers
Skull Crusher and 2018 Holiday Racers Roadster
The hottest new rides.
Starting at $2

Air Hogs Supernova
Move this flying orb with your hands – without touching it.
$39.99

Redcat Shockwave Buggy
Take this remote-control car for a drive.
$159.99

Parrot Airborne Quadcopter Mini Drones
This impact-resistant mini-drone is just under 2 oz. and can reach speeds of 11.8 mph.
$29.99

Auto World 32003
HO 2017 Chevy
John & Courtney Force NHRA Pro Drag slot cars.
$139.99
Find those can’t-find-it toys here.

L.O.L. Surprise! Wooden Doll House
This house is the ultimate hangout for L.O.L. Surprise! dolls. Unbox 85+ surprises, plus an included family.

$199.99

FurReal Munchin’ REX
Sink your teeth into fun with this playful prehistoric pal.

$59.99

Every holiday season, there are toys everyone wants. Get these big sellers before they’re sold out.

ebay.com/toytopia
All pricing based on inventory available on eBay.
Untamed Raptor by Fingerlings
This velociraptor grips your finger and has more than 40 different sounds.

$14.99

Playskool Friends Sesame Street Let's Dance Elmo
Move and groove with this guy everyone loves.

$39.99

Pomsies Speckles
Take this loveable interactive pom pom pet with you anywhere.

$14.99

LEGO Harry Potter Hogwarts Great Hall
With more than 6,000 pieces, you could call this a magical build experience.

$399.99

Poopsie Slime Surprise Pack Series 1
With a little unicorn magic and sparkle, you can customize unicorn slime and transform it multiple times.

$9.99

L.O.L. Surprise! Bigger Surprise
Give the ultimate unboxing experience. Open up to see 60+ never-seen-before surprises inside.

$89.99

Scruff-A-Luvs
Find these unloved pets scruffy, and make them fluffy.

$19.99
Toytopia is bursting with rare, retro and right now toys.